NOTE:
THESE DETAILS ARE FOR INSTALLATION AND SEALING OF BW UNIVERSAL SYSTEM PANELS ONLY. FOR INSTALLATION AND SEALING REQUIRED FOR CLADDING, SEE STANDARD DETAILS FOR SPECIFIC CLADDING.

- Metal coping, wood blocking, other coping support members and form of attachments (not by panel manufacturer)
- Extend air barrier to provide sheathing and water protection (not by panel manufacturer)
- Continuous non-curing butyl sealant
- 3" x 3" (field cut) flashing tape through-fastener patch
- Through-fastener @ each support
- Corner trim
- Horizontal cladding (by cladding manufacturer)
- Fastener (by cladding manufacturer)
- BW Universal system panel
- Factory caulked sealant
- BW horizontal rainscreen rail to supports
- Continuous BW horizontal rainscreen rail fastened @ each support horizontally (16" to 24" O.C.)
- 1 1/2" subgirt and air cavity (optional)
- Subgirt fastener fastened into center of BW horizontal rainscreen rail (optional)
- Fastener into BW horizontal rainscreen rail to supports

NOTE: ALL ROOF/PARAPET MATERIALS (NOT BY PANEL MANUFACTURER)